
Betec
Piano

Technical details

País de la Fabricación  Alemania

fabricante Betec

diseñador Horst Lettenmayer

protección IP20

Volumen de suministro
Board with width of 38 cm, height of 25
cm and thickness of 1.2 cm

entrada de tensión 230 - 240 Volt

Proyección en cm 19

material latón

longitud del cable 400 cm

Atenuación Toque Dimmer / amortiguador del tacto

Potencia en vatios 2,5 W

LED incluyendo

Indice de reproduccion
cromatica

90

El flujo luminoso en lm 240

Temperatura de color en
grados Kelvin

3.000 blanco cálido

Dimensions B 36 cm

Descripción

The Betec Piano is an LED music desk light made of brass. Every pianist or
organist needs good illumination of his notes. This lamp offers the solution of
fixing it to valuable instruments. It is height-adjustable and attached to a
velvet-covered black board, thus becoming a music desk. If necessary, the
board can be removed so that the lamp can also be attached to a music stand,
for example. The lamp is connected via a supply cable with a length of 400 cm.
By disconnecting the supply cable, the board with lamp is simply removed and
the piano can be folded shut. The lamp head of the Piano can be rotated so
that the lighting can be adjusted by the pianist himself. This lamp is ideal as
music stand or menu lighting.

The Piano by Betec has a width of 36 cm and is extendable up to a height of 39
cm including the board. The lamp head has a projection of 19 cm. The black
board is included in the delivery and has a length of 38 cm and a height of 25
cm. It is 1.2 cm thick. The light source is an LED with a colour temperature of
3,000 Kelvin warm white, which can be regulated via a touch dimmer in the
lamp.
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